The assumption of 
Violation of these is likely to make the MLE to be inconsistent.
In this paper, we first derive tests for serial dependence given normality and homoscedastici ty using the Lagrange multiplier (LM) (1982) or Maddala (1983) , for a review]. Unlike many other econometric models, however, MMD have yet to be subjected to rigorous specification analysis [though see Quandt (1981) and Lee (1982 Lee ( , 1984 ].
In most studies, for example, disturbances are assumed to be serially independent (I), whereas MMD are designed to describe time series data.
Since autocorrelation in economic time series is not always accounted for by the exogenous variables , serial dependence might be expected to be present. Fair and Jaffee (1972) incorporated serial correlation in their model, but for estimation they had to make an assumption that there was an equilibrium (that is, both the demand and supply were equal to the actual quantity transacted) before every switching point.
Fair and Kelejian (1974) noted that when the disturbances are serially correlated, the coefficients in the demand and supply equations are not identified. Ameraiya (1974) and Maddala and Nelson (1974) Lee (1984) where he considered only AR(1) processes, but Lee's maintained assumption of contemporaneously correlated residuals is more general than ours.
In another paper Lee (1982) The log- 
